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The feasibility study of a sericite-pyrophy1ite 
mineral processing plant focuses on the engineering and 
economic viability, using a factored capital cost method 
to estimate costs and cash flow techniques to evaluate 
economic viability. The market analysis assesses potential 
competitive forces that affect the future serici te market. 
Other relevant factors are discussed in this study, too.
Uncertainties in this study come from the cost 
estimation method with plus or minus 30% of accuracy, 
limited and undelineated reserves, and possible 
environmental factors. Sensitivity analysis also evaluates 
the range of possible discounted cash flow rates of return 
(DCFRORs) that reflect these uncerntainties.
The study finds that the DCFROR is 167.6% in the best 
case, 76.8% in the worst case. In light of a minimum- 
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1.1 Scope and Purpose
An estimated 500 million metric tons of ser i c i te- 
pyrophy 1 ite-quartz ore exist in the Hsianyang area of 
the southern Taiwan mountains, A process for obtaining a 
purer form of serici te, a mineral valued for its use as a 
filler in the domestic paper and plastics industries, was 
recently developed by Taiwan's Cheng Kung University. No 
detailed studies have been made on how the process will 
adapt to large-scale production. However, a small ser i c i te 
producer. Sunshine Mineral Company, is incorporating the 
new ore separation process in a fairly large-scale 
expansion of its operation. Sunshine has recieved new 
capital, and has developed a strong domestic market for 
the purer serici te product. It will also sell domestically 
the limited amount of pyrophy1ite released in the 
separation process.
This study will make a preliminary feasibility study of 
Sunshine's sericite-pyrophy1ite mineral processing plant, 
concentrating on the engineering and economic aspects of 
the venture. The evaluation period will be from early 1989 
to early 2014, corresponding to an expected life of 25
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years. The major elements of the feasibility study will 
i nc1ude technica1 ana 1ys i s (des i gn bas is), cost est i mat i on, 
economic evaluation, and analysis of other relevant factors 
The technical analysis will include geography, geology, 
transportâtion, mining, mineralogy, and mill concepts. A 
method called factored capital cost estimation will be used 
to estimate the investment capital cost. The market 
analysis section will include an economic overview of 
relevant serici te consuming industries in Taiwan, industry 
structure, and price analysis. Cash flow techniques--net 
present value analysis, discounted cash flow rate of 
return, and sensitivity— will be applied in the economic 
evaluation section. Environmental and regulatory issues 
are also relevant and will be considered.
1.2 Background
Sunshine began ser i c i te production in 1976. Because of 
a 1ack of good product ion techn i ques, capita 1, and markets, 
Sunshine operated on a small scale and without profit. In 
1985, Sunshine developed a seri c i te product to satisfy the 
filler industry. In cooperation with the university, which 
is providing design assistance. Sunshine is now building a 
larger scale mill to satisfy its new market.
Before the old mill was abandoned, a pilot plant was
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built to test the new plant design. The pilot plant was 
estimated to have cost NT$1 million (New Taiwan dollars). 
The existing old mill could produce only 700 metric tons 
of ser i c ite per month because of i neffic i ent ore 
transportât ion and the handicap of the old mill design.
Serici te and pyrophylite were not separated in the old 
process, and the low quality product was used mainly in 
paper pulp.
The encouraging results of the two-year plant trials 
in plastic plants and paper mills led Sunshine to expand 
its business and to concentrate its interest in the plastic 
filler and paper filler markets.
The new mill will start operation in early 1990. 
Capacity is expected to increase from 6,000 MT of sericite 
and pyrophylite to 10,000 MT per month after 1992.
Data and i nformati on for th i s study are ma inly from 
Sunshine documentation, business data and government 




2.1 Geography and Transportât ion
The Sunshine Mineral Company ore deposit lies in the 
Hsianyang district, 52 km northwest of Taitung City,
Taiwan (Figure 2.1). The only way to access the Hsianyang 
area is by way of the South Cross Island Highway (SCIH), 
a distance of 100 km, a 2-hour drive from Taitung over a 
curving, steep road. During the summer season, rainfall and 
falling rock often damage the SCIH, making it passable 
about 11 months of the year. The exact Sunshine deposit 
location is 23 12'30"N, 120°E . The site is 1 ,300 meters
above sea level. These factors have discouraged 
development of serici te reserves. The only producing 
deposit is Sunshine's because its deposit is easier to 
access.
Mill shipments will go mostly to the west coast cities 
of Tainan and Kaohsiung, the largest industrial city in 
Taiwan. The treacherous mountain terrain west of the mill 
prevents trucks from using the SCIH to reach Kaohsiung. 
Instead, trucks will cross the eastern portion of the SCIH 
to Taitung. There, mill products will be stored or trucked 
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Fig. 2.1 Location of Hsianyang Mine
Source: Sunshine Mineral Company
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coast. Transportâtion expense depends on the distance; 
average freight is NT$ 3.3/ton-km (or NT$1,000 per ton for 
the about 300 km between Taitung and Kaohsiung).
Rail shipment costs less, NT$1.2 per ton-km, but is 
not feasible. First, the rai1 distance from Taitung to 
Kaohsiung is more than 750 km, much longer than the 
Kaohsiung-Taitung Highway. Second, rail shipment involves 
many load-unload operations. Ocean transportâtion is not 
possible because Taitung lacks a commercial harbor. The 
airport at Taitung accommodates only small passenger 
airplanes. The international airport is in Taipei.
The current transportâtion system is depicted in the 
fo11ow ing diagram.
pi peli ne access road
Mine site---------------- > New mill-----------------> SCIH---
4 km 3 km
truck Kaohsiung-Taitung Highway
   > Taitung-----------------------   > Kaohsiung
100 km 225 km
The Kaohsiung-Taitung Rai1 road has been under 
construction for several years, and is expected to be 
completed early in 1992. Sunshine thinks it wi11 be able 
to reduce transportâtion costs if this railroad is completed 
on t i me.
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2.2 Geology and Mining Concept
Sericite ore reserves in the Hsianyang district are 
estimated to be more than 500 million metric tons 
(Fig. 2.2). About one-twentieth of this area be Iongs to 
Sunshine and only its major deposit (5 million tons) has 
been delineated (Fig. 2.3), but Sunshine's ultimate reserve 
is expected to be larger. Fig 2.4 shows part of the 
geological cross section of Sunshine's delineated deposit: 
length 150m to 200m, width 40m to 60m with the long axis 
trending generally north-south and dipping 15°E to 600E.
The geologic formation is a 1ow-metamorphic chlorite 
schist combined with sericite-quartz schist. The lowest 
zone is crystalline limestone. Ore components are roughly 
40% sericite, 12% pyrophylite, 42% quartz, and 6% pyrite. 
Major overburden is 0.4m thickness of soil and chlorite.
Hardness of sericite-pyrophy1ite ore is about 2 on the 
Mohs scale, making it possible to employ simple and easy 
mining methods. Tractors strip overburden and excavate the 
sericite ore body. The old transportât ion method carried 
the ore to the mill inefficiently by cable. In the new 
operation, a 4 km-long pipeline will carry ore pulp along 
the river from the mine to the new mill. The mine sits 
300 m above the mill (Fig. 2.5). The abundant river water 















Fîg- 2-2 Distribution of Hsianyang Outcrop 
Source: Hong Jung, Hsu and Min Shin, Tsai (1989)
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Fig. 2.5 Location of Sunshine's Mill
Source: Sunshine Mineral Company
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costs. No explosives will be needed.
Mining cost is separated from processing cost, and ore 
from the mine site is treated as raw material.
2.3 MineraloQv and Mill Concept
Sericite is a common and abundant mineral in schists 
and gneisses of low and medium grade metarmorphism; fine­
grained muscovite in these rocks is known as sericite. The 
combination of flexibility, elasticity, low thermal 
conductivity, and infusibility makes sericite a successful 
mineral for filler in industry. Pyrophy1 i te is hydrous 
aluminum silicate. The specific gravity of sericite ore is 
close to 2.8 g/ml. Pyrophylite is used mainly in ceramics, 
refractories, and insecticides. Pyrite and quartz are 
considered as impurities rather than as byproducts because 
of high transportâtion costs and low prices.
The major industry standards for sericite involves 
bulk density, particle size, and whiteness. Experiments 
prove that sericite can successfully satisfy filler 
industry requirements: bulk density less than 0.3 g/ml, 
particle size 80% smaller than 53 micro meters, and 
whiteness greater than 80. Tests show that Sunshine's 
product can satisfy industry requirements. Sericite is 
better at improving the quality of plastic and paper
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than talc, kaolin, and calcium carbonate (Table 2.1).
The initial plant design is based on an estimated feed 
of approximately 13,000 tons of raw material (ore) per 
month. Initial annual production capacity is estimated at 
56,400 tons of sericite and 15,600 tons of pyrophylite.
The planned process of this mill is a combination of 
pyrophylite flotation, pyrite flotation, and sericite 
flotation. Scrubbing and primary classification 
are designed to separate oversized particles. The flotation 
pilot plant, reformed from old mill equipment, and using ore 
from the existing mine site as feed, successfully confirmed 
the process. Test works, both in the laboratory and in the 
pilot plant, led to an overal1 expected recovery of 95% of 
sericite-pyrophy1ite ore; i.e., about 38 tons of sericite 
and 11 tons of pyrophylite can be obtained from 100 tons of 
ore.
Land is rented from the Taiwan Bureau of Mines. The 
river will supply more than enough water. Taiwan Power Co. 
is suppling electric power. Some simple tailing ponds are 
utilized to settle particles in tailings. Tailings are 
considered a kind of low pollution material. Sunshine 
is trying to satisfy all government constraints, but if the 
planned tailing ponds do not work, they may prove to be an 
expens i ve afterthought.
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Table 2.1. Reinforcement of Various Fillers in Polypropylene
Unfi11ed Ser i c i te Kao 1i n Ca1c i urn 
___________________________________________________Carbonate
Tensile Strength 300 510 310 300
(kg/cm2)
Modulus of Elasticity 1.0 4.4 1.5 2.5
Flexural Modulas 410 910 570 580
(kg/cm2)
Impact Resistance 2.7 2.4 2.4 2.4
(kg-cm/cm2)
Heat Deflection 54 127 80 75
( °C)
Source: Sunshine Mineral Company
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Anticipated start-up is in early 1990 with 72,000 
tons (sericite and pyrophy1ite), then 100,000 tons in 1991, 
and 120,000 tons after 1992.
Fig. 2.6 is a schematic flowsheet of the Sunshine 
process concept. It is the basis for the equipment list 
(Table 2.2) for the operations and for cost and horsepower 
estimates. A factored capital cost estimation should start 
with these major equipment costs.
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ROTARy I  OVERSIZE 
SCREEN r  -------- FL O TA TIO N
w a t e r
AGITATOR DRYER
SERIC ITE
# 4  p v r o p m y l it e
CLASSIFIER
C O N D IT IO N E R
A SIMPUFIED FLOWSHEET
Fig. 2.6 Sunshine's sericite-Pyrophylite Project Flowsheet 
Source : Sunshine Minera1 Company
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Table 2.2. Major Equipment Cost (in NT$)
1. No. 30 Denver flotation cell (2 row - 8 cell/row)
cost/unit 315,000
cost for 16 units 5,040,000
2. No. 24 Denver flotation cell (1 row - 6 cell/row)
cost/unit 205,000
cost for 6 units 1,230,00
3. No. 24 Denver flotation cell (1 row - 4 cell/row)
cost/unit 205,000
cost for 4 units 820,000
4. 1.8 m * 1.8 m Denver Sub A conditioner
cost/unit 254,000
cost for 2 units 508,000
5. 1.5 m * 1.5 m Denver Sub A conditioner
cost/unit 225,000
cost for 1 unit 225,000
6. 5' * 8' rotary screen
cost/unit 173,000
cost for 1 unit 173,000
7. 43' * 43' agitator
cost/unit 265,000
cost for 4 units 1,060,000
8. 20” * 22' Akins spiral classifier
cost/unit 587,000




9. 8.3' * 10 disc vaccum filter
cost/unit 3,350,000
cost for 1 unit 3,350,000
10. flash dryer(12 ton/hr)
cost/un it 4,130,000
cost for 1 unit 4,130,000
11. flash dryer(5 ton/hr)
cost/unit 3,250,000
cost for 1 unit 3,250,000
12. 8.3' * 4 disc vaccum filter
cost/unit 2,540,000
cost for 1 unit 2,540,000
13. packing equipment(20 ton/hr)
cost/un it 1,750,000
cost for 1 unit 1,750,000
14. packing equipment(10 ton/hr)
cost/un it 1 ,145,000
cost for 1 unit 1,145,000
15. 1' * 3' eye 1one
cost/unit 235,000
cost for 4 unit 940,000
Total Major Equipment Cost = 27,335,000
Based on the plant engineering design and quotation prices





Starting with the calculated purchased equipment costs 
(Table 2.2), the factored estimating technique uses factors 
to account for such items as installation, process piping, 
instrumentation and other elements of the physical plant 
contingency, and plant size.
The factored cost estimate method provides considerable 
flexibility and involves a breakdown of fixed capital cost 
into components whose costs are a ratio of major equipment 
costs. It is a method for preliminary estimations, not for 
definitive ones. The methods can be in error on the 
average +30% to -30%. They are extreme1 y versatile 
and their accuracy may be improved considerably with 
experience (Mular, 1978).
Table 3.1 is the factored capital cost estimate method 
and list of estimated capital costs. (An alternative method 
would have been to calculate equipment cost by the equation
b
cost = a(x)
where x is the equipment parameter [for example, diameter, 
area, motor] and a and b are constants. Data were fitted by 
least squares methods [Mular, 1978].)
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From table 3.1, the total plant fixed capital cost is 
estimated to be NT$ 119,318,000. Another important item 
to be estimated is working capital, which a firm will use 
to start up its business. Working capital cost estimates are 
often obtained by taking a percentage of the fixed capital 
investment. Approximately 10% is a reasonable average. 
Working capital cost may be estimated from the following, 
provided the corresponding information is available (Mular, 
1978):
a. raw material inventory (1 month's supply @ cost)
b. material-in process (1 month's supply @ cost)
c. product inventory (1 month 0 manufactured cost)
d. accounts receivable (1 month's revenue)
e. available cash (to meet expenses of wages, raw 
material, utilities, supplies for 1 month 0 cost)
Working capital = a + b + c + d + e
Another alternative to the above method is to estimate 
working capital cost as a percentage of an annual estimated 
sales revenue. A recommendation is 30% of annual sales.
Ten percent of the fixed capital investment is used 
here to estimate working capital. Therefore, the total 
capital investment is gained from the following identity:
Total capital investment = working capital + fixed cost
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Table 3.1: Sericite-Pyrophy1ite Process Plant Cost Estimate 
(in thousands of NT$)
1. Purchased Equipment Costs from
Current Firm's Quotation 27,335
2. Installation Equipment Costs
Item 1 Mutiplied by 1.43 39,089
(or from reference if it is available)
3. Piping, Material, and Labor
Solid-Fluid Plant (20% of item 2) 7,818
(or 7%-10% of item 2 if it is solid plant and 
30%-60% of item 2 if it is fluid plant)
4. Instrumentation
Some Automatic Control (15% of item 2) 5,863
(or 3%-30% of item 2 if it has no automatic 
control and 60%-100% of item 2 if it has 
extensive automatic control)
5. Process Building, Including Service & Light
Outdoor-Indoor Plant (20% of item 2) 7,818
(or 10%-30% of item 2 if it is an outdoor
plant and 60%-100% of item 2 if it is an
i ndoor p 1 ant)
6. Aux i1i ar i es
Major Addition (25% of item 2) 9,722
(or 0%-5% of item 2 if it is minor addition, 
and 25%-100% of item 2 if it is new 
faci1i ties)
7. Outs i de L i nes
Intermediate (5% of item 2) 1,954
(or 0%-5% of item 2 if it is short and 
15%-25% of item 2 if it is long)




9. Engineering and Construction
Simple (20% of item 8) 14,463
(or 35%-60% of item 8 if it is difficult)
10. Cont ingenc ies
Average Type (30% of item 8) 21,694
(or 10%-20% of item 8 if the process is well 
known, 30%-50% of item 8 if the process is 
speculat ive)
11. Size Factor
Small Commercial (15% of item 8) 10,874
(or 0%-5% of item 8 if it is a large 
commercial plant)
12. Total Plant Fixed Capital Costs NT $ 119,318
(Taiwan 1989 Dollars)
Source: Sunshine Mineral Company; Mular, A. L. (1978)
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= NT$131,249,800 
All direct and indirect operating costs will be 
estimated to calculate total operating costs in all 
departments of the process operation. Direct costs include 
the following items: supervision, operating labor, and 
maintenance labor (Table 3.2); maintenance parts and 
supplies (Table 3.3); operating supplies (Table 3.4); 
electric power (Table 3.5); consumable materials 
(Table 3.6).
Normally, indirect operating costs include vacation 
allowance and other labor fringe benefits, administration, 
and general expense and material burden. They can be 
calculated as a percentage of direct operating costs 
and vary from 25% to 50%. Thirty percent of direct 
operating cost is treated here as the indirect operation 
cost.
The total operation cost is equal to the sum of 
indirect costs and direct costs. The following expresses 
the operating cost :
The sum of direct costs listed in Tables 3.3-3.6 is 
equal to NT$1069.6/T, and the indirect cost is 30% of 
direct costs. The total operating cost equals NT$1,390.5/T 
The total cost is NT$3,230/T, which contains NT$1,839/T of 
fixed cost and NT$1,390.5/T of variable cost in 1990.
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'able 3.2. Estimated Labor Costs (in NT$)
Workers per Month 1V Labor Cost (in NTS)
Job Title dav (2 shifts) One Worker A 11 Workers
F 1otat i on Man 6 $25,400 $152,400
Reagent Man 2 23,500 47,000
Ma i ntence Labor 4 21 ,300 85,200
Assayer 2 17,700 35,400
Ag i tator Man 3 20,100 60,300
Classifier Man 2 18,500 37,000
Dryer, Filter 2 18,500 37,000
Mill Super i ntendent 1 35,900 35,900
Cyclone man 2 22,400 44,800
Mill Shift Foreman 2 28,700 57,400
Mill Clerk 1 16,500 16,500
He 1 per 2 15,800 31,600
To ta 1 640,500
NT$106.80 per ton
Note : Estimates assume 25 working days per month, 300 
operating days per year, and 6,000 MT per month 
output. The wage rates are based on the old 
plant with a small adjustments.
Source: Sunshine Mineral Company
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Table 3.3. Estimated Maintenance Supply Costs (in NT$)
Area Mai ntenance Cost/Ton
C 1 ass i f icat i on Screen & Agitator 5.72
Cyclone & Classifier 5.86
F 1otat i on F 1otat ion Equ i pment 19.69
Cond i t i oners 2.03
Reagent Storage 2.94
Pump & Lines 9.05
Concentrate Filter & Dryer 36.86
Tai1ings Ta i1i ng D i sposa1 4.35
M i see 11aneous Instrumentat i on 6.78
Bu i1d i ng 4.58
Access Road 4.51
Tot a 1 99.48
Source: Sunshine Mineral Company
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Table 3.4. Estimated Operational Supply Costs (in NT$)
Qperat ion______ Cost/Ton
Classification Cyclone & Classifier 0.21
Agitator & Screen 0.20
F 1otat i on F 1otat i on, Cond i t i on i ng 0.83
Sampling & Assaying 0.27
Concentrât i on F i1 ter i ng &
Drying Concentrate 1.33
Misee11aneous Experimental 4.47






Source: Sunshine Mineral Company
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Table 3.5. Power Distribution and Costs (i n NT$)
Operat i on Insta11ed Horsepower KWH/Ton Cost/Ton
F 1otat i on 130 6.93 13.86
Class i ficat ion 20 1 .00 2.12
Filter & Dryer 65 4.33 8.66
Pump L i nes 55 2.93 5.92
Cond i t i oner & Agitator 94 5.01 10.02
Tota 1 30.56
Estimated cost of power is NT$2/KWH
Overall power factor assumed unity, 
is 0.8
d i vers 1ty factor
Source : Sunshine Mineral Company
Table 3.6. Consumable Material (in NT$)
I tems Cost/Ton
Raw Material (ore at mining cost) 
Flotation Reagents 






Source: Sunshine Mineral Company
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3.2 Market Analysis
Market analysis here is divided into three sections; 
an economic overview of the sericite and pyrophylite 
consuming industries, industry structure analysis, and price 
analysis. The consuming industry economic overview will 
focus on the plastic and paper industries, charting past 
prices and production trends. In the industry structure 
analysis, five underlying competitive forces (factors) will 
be the heart of the issue: rivalry among existing 
competitors, threat of entry, threat of substitution, 
bargaining power of buyers, and bargaining power of 
suppliers. The price analysis section will deal with 
price behavior and price decision.
3.2.1 Economic Overview of Consuming Industries
There are three major industries considered as the 
sericite and pyrophylite consuming industries. They are the 
papermaking, plastic and refractory industries. Sericite is 
a new product, which must compete with existing fillers 
in the paper and plastic industries. Pyrophylite, in 
contrast, is currently used as a filler material. In the 
paper industry, sericite can provide better performance in 
paper than kaolin and talc (Hsu & Tsai, 1989). The Paper 
industry consumes about 5,000 MT of sericite annually in 
Taiwan. Sunshine is planning to supply 10,000 MT to
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20,000 MT per annum in the future. Applied in the plastics 
industry, sericite has traditional properties of plastic 
filler, and it enhances dielectric properties, reduces 
thermal expansion, and improves chemical resistance.
Sericite can be applied in plastic filler at 207,-40% of 
content by weight. Sunshine forecasts that sericite will 
replace 20%-40% of calcium carbonate filler in the 
forseeable future.
Pyrophylite is mainly used in the refractory industry. 
Pyrophylite is imported, and the refractory industry 
consumes 75,000 MT to 95,000 MT every year in Taiwan,
Sunshine will take about 25% of this market in the future. 
Pyrophylite is an existing market. The revenue from 
pyrophylite is less than 15% of Sunshine's total future 
revenue. Sunshine treats pyrophylite as a byproduct in this 
case,
The continued market for mineral fillers in the plastic 
industries depends on the continued acceptance of plastic 
material as a substitute for traditional materials such as 
metals. Reviewing past trends in prices and quantities 
of plastic products and paper pulp produced is one way to 
determine the outlook for the filler market. From 1981 to 
1988, production of the plastic grew at a rate of 20%-25% 
per annum in Taiwan (historical trends for polyvinyl chloride
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[PVC], polyropylene [PP], polyester [PE], aery1 on i tr ile 
butadiene styrene [ABS], and polyester unsaturated 
synthetic resin [PU] ). The growth rate of paper in terms of 
tonnage has been running at an average rate of 13% (for 
pulp, board, and printing & writing [P&W] paper). Figure 3.1 
shows production indices of the general, manufacturing, 
and nonmetal lie industries. The nonmetal lie mineral 
industry has a stable growth trend. Figure 3.2 contains 
detailed production indices of the consuming industries.
The plastic, paper, and pottery industries also indicate 
increasing growth. Figure 3.3 is plastics and paper pulp 
production in recent years in Taiwan. Only paper pulp 
production holds a slow growth. Fig. 3.4 indicates the price 
of main plastics and pulp. Prices are stable, except for
the ABS prices. Generally speaking, prices of plastic and
pu 1p have rema i ned stab1e , and product ion capac i t i es have 
increased. These two figures are encouraging for the filler 
market.
The economic benefit of filler in plastic and paper 
depends on several factors; the prices of plastics and 
paper, the mineral filler prices, and plastics and paper 
production rates. Obviously, the higher the price of the 
polymer or the lower the price of the mineral filler, the
greater the economic incentive to add mineral fillers. In
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general, plastics consumption is assumed in this study to 
continue increasing at an average annual rate of 15%-20% 
(slightly less than the recent trend). Consumption of filler 
may exceed this rate. As will be shown later, mineral 
fillers are no longer chosen on a cost basis only. The 
superiority of sericite over calcium carbonate and kaolin 
as filler material is expected to enhance sericite demand.
3.2.2 Industry Structure Analysis
Michael Porter (1980) suggests that an organization 
should analyze five factors that determine the degree of 
competitiveness in an industry: rivarlry among existing 
competitors, threat of entry, threat of substitution, 
bargaining power of buyers, and bargaining power of 
suppliers. The industry structure analysis here is based 
on th i s mode 1 .
Rivarlry Among Existing Competitors. Sunshine is the 
only existing domestic sericite producer. A second 
potential competitor could be attracted by the supernormal 
profit in four or five years predicted by Sunshine's 
managers, and this p>ossibility will be discussed later in 
this section. The market will then transform into an 
o 1igopoly-competition structure, and rivalry among existing 
domestic firms could occur then. Foreign competitors 
(Malaysia is the major sericite exporter in Asia) could
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try to enter the market, but Sunshine has a different 
product, and fixed distribution channels will most likely 
prevail. Most imported sericite is used in small quantities 
for welding filler and is processed differently from 
Sunshine's. Sunshine also could export its sericite, but 
it does not: Sunshine focuses on the domestic market to 
make more profits.
Threat of Entry. The threat of entry i nto an 
industry depends on the barriers to entry. If the barriers 
are high or the newcomer can expect sharp retaliation 
from entrenched competitors, the threat of entry is low. 
There are several major sources of barriers to entry.
Capital Requirements. Sunshine estimates its capital 
requirement to be approximately NT$130 million. The cost 
to other entrants wi11 be higher because the remaining 
deposits are more difficult to access than Sunshine's. 
Initial mining development costs may be higher for new 
entrants depending on the risk and uncertainty of new 
ventures. But that does not mean the threat of entry is 
completely eliminated. Sunshine believes that as the 
market grows, other competitors will pass the capital 
requirement barrier.
Deposit and Location Limits. Although this can be a 
more serious barrier to entry than capital requirements, it
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somtimes can work to the advantage of the new entrants. One 
reason that Sunshine does not expect to dominate the market 
or to retaliate against the new competitors is because 
its reserves are limited. Only two or three deposits are 
thought to be economic value in this area. If sericite 
domestic demand really grows in next ten years to 150,000-
200,000 MT per year as Sunshine predicts. Sunshine will not 
have the capacity to meet that demand. Its production limit 
is around 90,000 MT. Half of this market could be taken by 
other entrants.
Cost Disadvantages. Sunshine may have cost advantages 
not available to potential competitors no matter what 
their size and attained economies of scale. Favorable 
location and more than ten years in business are major 
cost advantages. Sunshine has a better deposit location, 
mine site, and mill site than others (the mine and mill 
are adjacent to the only highway in the region). No more 
other land is available for building such a mi 11 in this 
area. The mine site is easy to access. All of this means 
lower investment cost and operation costs. Sunshine's 
familiarity with sericite mining and processing, 
although it has not previously done a very good job, 
has given it a learning experience new entrants will lack. 
But experience may accumulate more rapidly for the second
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and third firms in the industry than it did for the 
pioneer because followers can observe the pioneer's 
operation, and take advantage of the new technique which 
is si mp1e and not propr i etary.
Threat of Substitution. Substitution is one of the 
most important forces in this industry. Substitutes limit 
the potential returns of an industry by placing a ceiling 
on the prices the firms in the industry can charged. One 
filler may be substituted for another in some uses, but 
a result of habit and tradition makes this more difficult. 
Replacement requires total reformu1ation, a task the 
consumer is not likely to begin unless cost or performance 
improvements are apparent.
In papermaking, sericite will compete with kaolin, 
talc, and in plastic with calcium carbonate. Kaolin is by 
far the leading paper filler today. The growth of kaolin 
demand (1981-1988) in Taiwan has been running at around 
25% per annum. Talc can be applied in pulp or plastics. 
Approximately 70%-807. of imported talc is used in paper 
(20%-25%), plastics (20%-30%), and ceramics (30%-35%). 
Calcium carbonate is the most widely used mineral filler 
in the plastic industry. It is used as bulk filler and is 
not regarded as a re i nforc i ng agent. Ca1c i um carbonate i s 
available at low cost and in suffi cent 1 y large quantities in
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Taïwan. Kaolin may be a substitute for sericite in paper 
filler, or talc and calcium carbonate may be substitutes 
for sericite in plastic filler; but kaolin, talc, and 
calcium carbonate are usually used as bulk fillers to reduce 
cost, whereas sericite will be used as a reinforcing agent 
or a performance improver that will increase plastic or 
paper selling prices (Hsu and Tsai, 1989). Consequently, 
it should be difficult to substitute sericite with kaolin, 
talc, calcium carbonate as a filler if sericite is adopted 
by consumers. Nevertheless, these substitues do place a 
ceiling on the price of sericite.
Bargaining Power of Buyers and Suppliers. Two large 
paper and plastic producers, China Pulp Corporation (CPC) 
and Formosa Plastic Corporation (FPC), are expected to 
purchase more than 60% of Sunshine's sericite. Both have 
cooperated with Sunshine in research and development and in 
the plant trial. The negotiated price will undoubtedly be 
based on prior agreements or promises. Though Sunshine is 
the only domestic sericite producer, its potential market 
power will be reduced by the counterva i1i ng power of these 
large buyers. On the other hand. Sunshine's product will be 
an important input to CPC or FPC if the the consumers adopt 
it, countervailing the power of buyers. What can 
be said about this situation is that a reasonable price
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will be negotiated because of the mutual relationship. The 
suppliers of inputs to Sunshine have no significant 
bargaining power.
3.2.3 Price Analysis
Sunshine bases its price on the internationa1 sericite 
price, a price considered acceptable by its consumers.
As discussed earlier. Sunshine can not raise its price 
without considering competitive factors. In fact, NT$5,000 
is agreed in negotiaion. Sunshine and its buyers also 
agree that their transaction prices will closely follow 
changes in international sericite prices. Suppliers and 
consumers are willing to do that because they need a steady 
demand and supply. When other competitors enter,
Sunshine believes it will be the price leader. If the 
domestic supply is larger than demand after the 
competitors appear, it is assumed that some sericite will 
exported to internationa1 consumers to maintain the 
market price.
Prices of mineral fillers are considered more stable 
than those of other minerals, metals or oil. The threat of 
substitution and consistent growth in demand and supply 
may contribute most to this stability. Table 3.7 lists the 
prices of major fillers used in Taiwan, Table 3.8 lists the
internationa1 prices, and Table 3.9 shows filler demand in
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
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Table 3.7. Filler Prices, Taiwan, 1981-1988 (in NT$)
Kaoli n i te 
(ave. C IF )
Pyrophyl i te 
(ave. CI F )
Talc
(ave. CIF)
Ca1c i um 
Carbonate
1981 5,356 5,206 13,140 4,200
1982 6,597 4,821 11,505 4,200
1983 6,037 5,015 8,824 4,000
1984 5,334 5,060 8,292 3,600
1985 5,906 4,563 8,026 3,400
1986 5,277 4,288 8,112 3,500
1987 4,607 3,513 5,737 3,700
1988 4,244 3,520 5,378 3,600
Price (nominal)= NT$/Ton
Sources: Custom import statistic of Republic of China & 
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Table 3 .9. Demand for Various Fi 11ers, Ta i wan (in MT)
Kao1 ini te Ta 1 c Pyrophy1i te Ca1c i um
(imported) (imported) (imported) Carbonate
1981 54,261 3,839 58,610 264,000
1982 52,357 4,702 79,303 280,000
1983 58,509 6, 159 86,0 12 300,000
1984 82,237 9,844 99,738 324,000
1985 80,123 10,661 83,080 360,000
1986 120,134 12,214 67,863 408,000
1987 156,723 22,736 77,242 432,000
1988 149,557 37,316 74,982 456,000
Sources : Custom import stat i st i cs of Repub1i c of Ch i na &
Formosa Plastic Corporation
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Taiwan. Kaolin and talc produced in Taiwan are not suitable 
as filler for paper or plastic because of impurities and 
low production. Calcium carbonate, on the other hand, most 
of which is produced in the island, shows a very stable 
price. One of the major reasons that domestic filler 
(kaolin, talc) prices fluctuate is because of the exchange 
rate. Internationa1 mineral filler prices are very 
stable except for talc which has had some minor swings. 
However, sericite prices rose between 1979 and 1982, 
levelled off, and then went up to BP 90-115 range.
Sericite prices have increased on average about 5% per 
year over the last fifteen years. Table 3.10 shows domestic 
sericite price since 1981. The domestic price has been 
higher than the internationa1 price (compare Tables 3.8 and 
3.10) because (1) Sunshine had relatively high production 
costs with its small scale of operation and (2) the cost 
to consumers of sericite was a small percentage of total 
costs. During the 1980s, however, the gap between 
international and domestic sericite prices has closed as 
(1) Sunshine's production costs have fallen and (2) 
consumers have become harder negotiators as they have 
increased their consumption of sericite (i.e., sere i te 
costs have risen as a percentage of total costs of paper 
and plastic manufacturing). The negotiated price (NT$ 5,000)
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Table 3.10. Domestic Demand and Price of Sericite
Quant i ty(MT) Pr i ce(NT$/T) Pr i ce(BP/T) Exch. Rate
1981 1 .500 12,000 166 72.31
1982 1 ,700 12,000 184 64.56
1983 2, 100 10,000 170 58.52
1984 2,500 9,500 207 45.70
1985 3,000 9,500 147 57.66
1986 4,500 8,500 162 52.43
1987 5,500 8,000 150 52.85
1988 7,000 7,000 150 52.85
1989 NA 7,000 165 45.61
1990 NA 5,000 120 42.00
Annua 1 exchange rate for 1981- 1989 •
Assumi ng 1 British pound = NT$ 42 in 1990.
Source: Sunshine Mineral Company
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is close to the international price. Pyrophylite has been 
extreme 1 y stable in the past years. It is believed that the 
price of prophy1ite, like that of kaolin, stays at one 
level for a long time, jumps to another level, and then 
repeats the process. This is why Sunshine has estimated 
that pyrophylite possibly increases 20% every ten years.
3.3 Economic Evaluation
The most common technique for economic evaluation is 
discounted cash flow analysis, which is used to correct 1 y 
account for time of money in the after-tax analysis of 
project profitability. It includes several calculation 
terms: annual revenue, royalty, depreciation, depletion, 
income tax, and recovery from depreciation, depletion, etc. 
The evaluation period here is 25 years that considers the 
possible reserve. The first year, 1989, i s the preproduction 
phase. The first ton of production will be in the second 
year with a rate of 56,400 MT of sericite and 15,600 MT of 
pyrophylite whose capacity is designed by the new market 
demand in principle. After 1992 the rate of production is 
estimated increase to 93,300 MT of sericite and 26,700 MT 
pyrophylite in the future year (the designed optimal 
production rate).
The Chinese government imposes a 15% royalty (10%
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mineral product; 5% mining security) and 5% sales tax. 
Investment capital cost as estimated is NT$ 132,249,800 
(including a pilot plant). First year (1990) operation cost 
is estimated to be NT$1390.5/MT. Freight is a special 
expense. The minium rate of return is considered to be 
25% according to the 1987 average rate of return on 
investments of the manufacturing industry in Taiwan, plus a 
risk premium of 5%. The following are the underlying items 
for cash flow calculation.
The production schedule calls for 56,400 MT of sericite 
and 15,600 MT of pyrophylite to be produced in 1990,
78,300 MT sericite and 21,700 MT of pyrophylite in 1991, 
and 93,300 MT of sericite and 26,700 MT of pyrophylite after 
1992. Cost escalation contains inflation and labor cost 
escalation. Inflation has risen about 5% in the past ten 
years, and labor costs have risen around 8% in the 
nonmetal lie industry, based on statistics of Taiwan's 
Economic Department; these trends are projected to continue 
for the foreseeable future.
Operation costs are estimated to increase by 20% in 
the first three years (1991-1993), based mainly on 
Sunshine's past experience. After production achieves its 
optimal rate (1994), the operation cost is estimated to 
decrease by 2% a year for the period until 1999 (-15%,
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learning, experience and production efficiencies, +87» 1abor 
escalation; and +57. inflation rate). Sericite price 
escalates 57. per year, based on Sunshine's expectation. 
Pyrophylite prices are assumed to remain constant for the 
first ten years of the project, increase by 20 percent 
and remain at this new level for the second ten years, 
and finally increase by another 20 percent and 
constant for the final five years. This assumption is 
based on similities between the market for pyrophylite 
and kaolinite, discussed earlier.
The project is 1007. own capital (no debt). Equipment 
replacement cost is estimated to be NT$50 million in 1998 
and NT$75 million in 2005. An estimated NT $ 15 million of 
mineral exploration and development will be needed around 
1996. About 60% of the costs can be amortized in five years 
Reclamation is an obligation at the end of the project, but 
this cost can be expensed in the last year. No investment 
credit is involved. Salvage value is considered to be zero, 
and the abandoned old mill is treated as a sunk cost with 
no sale value or tax effect. Transportâtion costs will 
average NT $ 1 ,000 per ton, until 1992 then they drop to 
NT$500 per ton with change to rail shipments. Rail 
freight is estimated to increase at an average annual 
rate of 27.. Ten-year depreciation is used for equipment.
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and 20-year straight line depreciation for building in 
the tax regulations. Income tax is at the 25% bracket. 
Following is detail on data development (Table 3.11),
NPV, DCFROR, and sensitivity analysis. A summary of 
econom i c eva1uat i on cond i t i ons is 1 i sted i n Table 3.12. 
Table 3.13 details cash flow (appendix A).
Discounted cash flow rate of return : DCFROR is defined 
as the rate of return that makes the present worth of 
after-tax cash flows for an investment equal to zero. 
Project DCFROR is compared to the after-tax minimum rate 
of return to determine whether a particular project is 
satisfactory compared with other alternatives that exist 
for the investment capital. For this project, the resulting 
DCFROR is about 115.6%, which is larger than 25% minimum 
ROR. The project thus is satisfactory.
Net present value is another way to determine 
investment decisions. Net present value (NPV) on an after­
tax equals the present worth of positive and negative cash 
flows discounted at the after-tax minimum rate of return. 
The resulting NPV is equal to NT$621,682,400, which is 
larger than zero. A positive NPV makes this project 
profi table.
Both NPV and DCFROR analyses indicate that this 
project is economically satisfactory.
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Table 3.11. Data Development of Sunshine's Cash Flow
Year Operat i on 
Cost(NT$/T)
Product i on 
Ser i c ite
(MT)
Pyrophy1i te
Ser i c ite 
Price (NT$)
1990 1,391 56,400 15,600 5,000
1991 1 ,669 78,300 21,700 5,250
1992 2,003 93,300 26,700 5,513
1993 2,404 93,300 26,700 5,788
1994 2,355 93,300 26,700 6,078
1995 2,309 93,300 26,700 6,381
1996 2,263 93,300 26,700 6,701
1997 2,218 93,300 26,700 7,036
1998 2,173 93,300 26,700 7,387
1999 2, 130 93,300 26,700 7,757
2000 2,087 93,300 26,700 8, 145
2001 2,360 93,300 26,700 8,552
2002 3,665 93,300 26,700 8,980
2003 3,01 1 93,300 26,700 9,429
2004 3,403 93,300 26,700 9,900
2005 3,848 93,300 26,700 10,396
2006 4,346 93,300 26,700 10,916
2007 4,91 1 93,300 26,700 11,461
2008 5,549 93,300 26,700 12,034
2009 6,270 93,300 26,700 12,636
2010 7,086 93,300 26,700 13,267
201 1 8,007 93,300 26,700 13,931
2012 9,048 93,300 26,700 14,627





_________Equ i pment Bu i 1 d i no____ Amort i zat i on______ Cost____
1989 — — —  — 132,249
1990 2,733.5 390.9 —  — -
1991 2,733.5 390.9 - -
1992 2,733.5 390.9 — — — —
1993 2,733.5 390.9 — — —  —
1994 2,733.5 390.9 —  — — —
1995 2,733.5 390.9 1 ,200 9,000
1996 2,733.5 390.9 1 ,200 —  —
1997 2,733.5 390.9 1 ,200 50,000
1998 7,733.5 390.9 1 ,200 —
1999 7,733.5 390.9 1 ,200 —
2000 5,000 390.9 - —
2001 5,000 390.9 — — —  —
2002 5,000 390.9 — — —  —
2003 5,000 390.9 - —
2004 5,000 390.9 - —
2005 5,000 390.9 — — — —
2006 12,500 390.9 — — 75,000
2007 12,500 390.9 — — — —
2008 7,500 390.9 - — —
2009 7,500 390.9 — — -
2010 7,500 — — -- : --
201 1 7,500 — -- —  —
2012 7,500 — —  — —  —
2013 7,500 — -- --
A1 1 values in thousands NT$
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Table 3.12: Economic Evaluation Conditions
Evaluation Period: 25 years Minimum ROR: 25%
Sericite Price (1990): 
NT$5,000
Pyrophylite Prod. (1992): 
26,700 MT
Pyrophylite Price (1990); 
NT$ 3,500/T









Depr. (building): 20 yrs
Sales Tax: 5%
Investment Credit : 0
Income Tax: 25%
Cost Escal. (1991-1993): 20% Cost Escal. (1994-1999): 2% 
Cost Escal. (2000-2013): 13%
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Sensitivity analysis refers to the analysis of how 
investment profitabi1ity is affected by variation in the 
parameters that affect overall profitability. Sensitivity 
analysis here evaluates how rate of return varies with 
parameters such as initial investment capital and project 
life. Tables 3.14-3.17 are the sensitivity analyses of 
initial investment capital, project life, and sericite price 
growth rate. In the sensitivity analysis of investment 
capital the parameter varies from +30% to -30% because of 
the factored capital cost estimation's accuracy proposed 
by Amercian Association of Cost Engineers. In the 
sensitivity analysis of project life, the parameter 
varies from 5 years to 30 years, primarily because of 
unknown environmenta1 restrictions, mine regulations, and 
deposit reserves, all of which will be considered later.
In sensitivity analysis of sericite price growth rate, the 
parameter variance from 3% to 6% is based on the historica1 
trend (appendix B).
The results indicate that the project will be 
satisfactory with the above parameter variations. Table 3.17 
contains best case and worst case scenarios. The 167.6% of 
ROR in the the best case and 76.8% of ROR in the worst case 
are both larger than the 25% minimum ROR of this project, 
indicating that the result will be satisfactory.
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Change i n 
Pred i ct i on ROR
% Change i n ROR 
Pred i ct i on
98.876,000 - 30 161.4 + 39.7
141,250,000 0 115.6 0
171,624,000 + 30 92.6 - 20.8




Pred i ct i on ROR
% Change in ROR 
Pred i ct i on
5 — so 108.7 — 6.0
25 - 0 115.6 0
30 + 25 115.7 + 0.1
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Table 3.16. Sericite Price Growth Rate Sensitivty Analysis
Pr 1 ce 
Growth Rate
Change i n 
Pred i ct ion ROR
% Change i n ROR 
Pred i ct i on
6% + 100 120.2 +6.3
5% 0 1 15.6 0
3% - 100 110.2 - 5.4
Table 3 .17: Range Approach of Sensitivity Analysis
Best case Expected Worst Case
Initial Capital (NT$) 92,875, 000 132 ,250,000 172,624,000
Project Life (years) 30 25 5
Sericite Price 
Growth rate (%) 6% 5% 3%




Sometimes an alternative that looks best economically 
may be rejected because of intangible factors. Typical 
intangible factors are legal factors, uncertain regulatory 
or tax law conditions. The feasibility study also must 
evaluate these relevant factors that affect a project's 
viability. These factors may cause rejection of 
economically sound projects. In this section, environmenta1 
factors and mine regulations are major concerns.
The environmental factor is considered as the most 
important factor that can affect this project. There has 
been adverse public reaction to the appearance of most 
mineral workings in Taiwan in the recent years, especially 
in the places close to natural reservations or national 
parks. Government also began to work on more detailed and 
restrictive environmenta1 regulations. In this project, the 
environmental impact is mainly from visual impacts. Although 
the government (Taiwan Bureau of Mines) permitted Sunshine 
to establish such a mi 11 in the mountains, the fixed plant 
lies below the SCIH, which is a scenic line and close to 
wild reservations. The problem exists because of the fixed 
plant visual impact; this is so in the case of long-term
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operation. Planning of landscaping should be set to reduce 
the visual impact through the life of the operation.
There are no special air or water pollution problems. 
Water pollution as tested by Sunshine is very mininal after 
the tailing disposal process, but the regu i rements may be 
changed in the future. Noise impact is mininal. 
Consequently, the only significant environmenta1 impact 
is the fixed plant visual impact, which may cause public 
reaction someday. If public reaction influences the 
government, the possible result may force the mill to 
move out of this area, and that wi11 be another cost to 
Sunshine. Public reaction may also affect the project life. 
Sunshine estimates that if environmental factors rea11 y 
affect its project the worst expect ion of the project 
1 ife is reduced to 5 years ; Sunshine should have a plan 
to deal with the potential impact to it.
The other factor that could affect this project is 
mine regulation. In Taiwan, mine rights belong to the 
government. Although people can trade their deposits, the 
owners only have 20 years to run their business after their 
application for a mining permit. One of the reasons is that 
government wants the owner to operate the mine rather than 
to speculate. But if the owners are really running their 
mine, they can go on their business for another 20 years.
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Thus, a total of 40 years is available to mine a deposit 
in Taiwan. Sunshine has run out of its first ten years of 
of its 20 year lease. Of course, if nothing changes, 
government should give Sunshine another 20 years to operate 
its mine. As Sunshine estimates the expected project life 
is 25 years, and 30 years will be the best case because of 
the limited reserve and these mine regulations. Even if the 
project life is reduced to 5 years or increased to 30 




The feasibility study may serve as the basis for
a "go or no-go" decision on investment. The study here
contains geography, transportâtion, geology, miming, 
mineralogy, mineral processing, capital and operating 
costs, marketing, and cash flow, as well as the 
inference drawn from the criteria of evaluation, net 
present value or rate of return.
In the technical section of the study, the major
problems stem from transportâtion and geology. The old 
ineffecient ore transportâtion system is improved by the 
pipeline and sericite product transportâtion also will 
change to rai1 shipment, reducing transportâtion costs 
more than 50%. Although the major deposits have been 
delineated, the exact reserves should be investigated in 
the future, reducing uncertainty on the project.
In the economic ana 1ysis section, cost estimation 
and markets also impose the uncertainties and difficulties 
on the project. Factored cost estimation itself has +30% 
or -30% accuracy. The total capital cost estimated by 
factored estimation is about NT$120 million. Total 
direct operating costs are divided into several major
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items that sum to about NT$1069.6 per ton, and indirect 
operating costs are estimated as 30% of direct operating 
costs.
Prices are largely based on negotiation because of 
the mutual dependence of the buyers and Sunshine. Although 
domestic sericite prices were much higher than internationa1 
prices in the past. Sunshine's sericite price now is close 
to the internationa1 price because of the mutual dependent 
relationship between Sunshine and consumers and the 
operating costs decrease due to large-scale production 
and efficient design. In the economic evaluation, the 
discounted cash flow technigue is applied to calculate the 
NPV and DCFROR. The NPV of this project is around NT$ 620 
million at 25% minimum ROR. The DCFROR is larger than the 
25% minimun ROR, making the project satisfactory. All 
economic evaluations are satisfactory, but the other 
relevant factors should be considered.
Environmental and mine regu1atory factors will probably 
affect this project. There is a possibility that 
environmental impact will reduce the project life, and mine 
regulations also put a limit on the project. A sensitivity 
analysis is used to estimate the influence that 
uncertainties have on economic viability. The best case 
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APPENDIX A:
Table 3.13. Cash flow of Sunshine project (all values in 
thousands)
Year 1989 1990
Sericite Revenue - 282,000
Pyrophylite Revenue - 54,600
- Sale Tax(5%) — - 16,830
- Roya11 i es(15%) - -50,490
Net Revenue - 265,280
- Operating Costs - - 100,152
- Transportât ion Costs - -7,200
- Depreciation - -3,124.4
- Amort i zat i on ' - -
Net Income Before Depletion - 154,803.6
50% limit (max i um allowed) - 77,401.8
Percentage Depletion (23%) - -35,604.8
Net Income Before Tax - 119,198.8
- 25 % @ Tax -29,799.7
Net Income 89,399.1
+ Depreciation - +3,124.4
+ Depletion - +35,604.8
+ Amortization - -
+ Working Capital Ret.
- Capital Cost -132,249.8




1991 1992 1993 1994
41 1,075 514,363 540,020 567,077
79,950 93,450 93,450 93,450
-24,351.2 -30,390 -31,674 -33.026
-73,053.8 -91,172 -95,021 -99,079
389,620 486,250 506,775 528,422
- 166,900 -240,360 -288,480 -282,600
- 10,000 -6,000 -6,120 -6,367.3
-3,124.4 -3,124.4 -3,124.4 -3,124.4
209,595.6 236,766.6 209,050.6 236,455.2
104,797.8 -118,388 104,525 118,277.6
-48,207 -54,456 -48,081 -54,384.7
161,388.6 182,309 160,970.5 182,070.5
-40,347.2 -45,577 -40,245.6 -54,384.7
121,041.5 136,732 120,727 136,553
+3,124.4 +3,124.4 +3, 124.4 +3,124.4
+48,207 +54,456 +48,081 +54,384.7




1995 1996 1997 1998
595,347 625,203 656,458 689,207
93,450 93,450 93,450 93,450
-34,440 -35,933 -37,495 -39,133
-99,079 -107,798 -112,486 - 122,577
551,038 574,922 599,972 626,126
-277,080 -271,560 -266,160 -260,760
—6,367.3 -6,495 -6,625 -6,757
-3,124.4 -3,124.4 -3,124.4 -3,124.4
- -1 ,200 - 1,200 -1,200
264,466.3 292,542.6 322,862.6 349,285
132,233.2 146,271.8 161,431.3 174,645.2
-60,827.2 -67,284.8 -74,258.4 -80,335.5
203,639.1 225,257.8 248,604.2 268,949.5
-50,909.8 -56,314.5 -62,151.1 -67,237.3
151,729.3 168,943.3 184,453.1 201,712
+3,124.4 +3, 124.4 +3,124.4 +3,124.4
+60,827 +67,284.8 +74,285.4 +80,335.5
+1,200 + 1 ,200 +1,200 +1,200
- -9,000 - -50,000




1999 2000 2001 2002
723,728 759,928 797,902 837,834
93,450 112,140 112,140 112,140
-40,859 -43,603 -45,502 -47,499
-122,577 -130,810 - 136,506 -142,496
653,742 697,654 728,033 759,980
-255,600 -250,440 -283,200 -319,800
-6,892 -7,030 -7,171 -7,314
-8,124 -5,391 -5,391 -5,391
-1,200 - 1,200 - -
381,926 433,593 443,053 427,448
190,963 2 16,796.5 221,526.5 213,724
-87,843 -99,726.4 -10 1,902.2 -98,313
294,083 333,866.6 341,150.8 329,135
-73,520.8 -83,466.6 -85,287.7 -82,283.7
220,562.3 250,400 255,863.1 246,851.2
+3,124.4 +5,391 +5,391 +5,391
+87,843 +99,726.4 +101,902.2 +98,313
— — — —




2003 2004 2005 2006
879,726 923,670 969,947 1,1018,463
I 12,140 112,140 112,140 1 12,140
-49.593 -51,791 -541,044 565,302
-148,780 - 155,372 -162,3 13 - 169,590
793,478 828,648 865,670 926,888
-361,320 -408,360 -461,520 -521,520
-7,460 —7,610 -7,762 -7,917
-5,391 -5,391 -5,391 -12,891
419,307 407,287 390,997 384,560
209,653 203,643.5 195,499 192,280
-96,440.6 -93,676 -89,929 -88,449
322,866.4 235,208 225,801 222,083
-80,716.6 -93,676 -89,929 -88,449
242,149.8 235,208 225,801 222,083
+5,319 +5,319 +5,3 19 +5,3 19
+96,440.6 +93,676 +89,929 +88,449
-75,000




2007 2008 2009 2010
1,069,3 11 1 ,122,722 1,178,939 I,237,811
112,410 112,410 112,410 112,410
-51,791 -61,759.1 -64,569 -68,619
-177,217 -185,277.3 - 193,706.9 -205,856.9
945,162 988,145.6 1,033,079 1,097,903.1
-589,320 —665,880 -752,400 -850,320
-8,075 -8,237 -8,401 -8,569
- 12,891 -7,891 - 7,891 -7,500
334,876 306,137 264,411.1 231 ,514. 1
167,438 153,068.8 132,205.6 115,757.1
-77,021 -70,411.6 -60,814.6 -53,248.2
257,855 235,726 203,596.5 178,265.9
— 64,464 -58,931.5 -50,889.1 -44,566.5
193,391 176,794.5 152,697.4 133,699.4
+5,391 +7,891 +7,891 +7,891
+77,021 +70,411.6 +60,814.6 +53,248.2
— — — —




201 1 2012 2013 2013
1,299,762 1,364,699 1,504,555
134,568 134,568 134,568 -
-71,716.5 -74,963 -81,956 -
-215,149.5 224,890 -245,868 -
1 , 147,464 1,199,411 1,311,298 —
-960,840 -1,085,760 -1 ,229,280 -10,000(Rec1 a i m)
-8,740 -8,915 -9,093 -
-7,500 -7,500 -7,500
170,384 97,239 65,425 -24,000
85,192 48,620 32,713 -
-39,188.3 -22,365 -15,048 -
117,564.9 78,874 50,377 -24,000
-29,391.2 -18,719 12,594 6,000
88,155.7 56,156 37,783 -18,000
+7,500 +7,500 +22,500 -
+39,188.3 +22,365 +15,048
- - - +11,932
134.844 86,021 75,330 6,068
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APPENDIX B: SERICl TE PRICE GROWTH RATE
The sericite price is forecast by the exponential trend 
as followi ngs;
DW TREND PRICE LOGE P
1 0 65 4.17439
2 1 65 4.17439
3 2 65 4.17439
4 3 65 4.17439
5 4 75 4.3 1749
6 5 80 4.38203
7 6 95 4.55388
8 7 98 4.58479
9 8 98 4.58479
10 9 98 4.58479
1 1 10 98 4.58479
12 1 1 98 4.58479
13 12 98 4.58479
14 13 1 15 4.74493
PRICE IS NOMINAL PRICE
EXPONENTIAL TREND P = A * EXPO(B * TREND)
The regression equation is 
LOGE P = 4.15 + 0.0450 TREND
Predictor Coef Stdev t-ratio p
Constant 4.15069 0.03916 106.00 0.000
TREND 0.045011 0.005119 8.79 0.000
s = 0.07722 R-sq = 86.6% R-sq(adj) = 85.4%
A norma 1 distribution is assumed. The probability
of a growth rate is between 3% and 6% is 0.9999.
